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SPOTLIGHT 1000 No New Jersey Fest!! 

After speaking with Sharp's about 
the possibile NY/NJ TS Fest, it ap- 
pears as though Zebra Systems (the 
primary backer), has backed out. 
They don't seem to have the time to 
look for a good spot. Zebra sug- 
gests that CATS put the Fest on in 
Baltimore or Washington. 

We are expected to pull a Fest out 
of the blue, as if hotels in this 
area don't get booked up in advance 
either? Come on guys. Maybe next 
year. We too have other things to 
do. However, we have a good shot at 
an East Coast Fest (even just a one 
day event) next Spring if we start 
planning now. 

This month's featured presentation 
is an application to show you what a 
redl computer can do. When you get 
tired of playing games and fooling 
around, get out your 1000 and do 
some real work. At this meeting you 
Will see for yourself. 

At this Hardware 
have the parts 
for the QL. 

session, we will 
for the RGB buffer 

| This is a simple but 
tricky fix. I'11 supply an enlarged 
drawing of what the final part will 
look like. I finally have proof 
that the buffer does what it was 
thought to have done. For the 1000 
folks, we have two mods, power and 
eprom fix, and for those with 2068's 
similar fixes will be available. 
Some of these fixes have been pre- 
viously published in SyncWare News. 



H TEE EDITOR 
The other day I received a post card 
from Joan Kealy. It said: 

"If you are losing members, 
it's cause 

You've Gone too Far Out on a 
Limb!" 

I can appreciate Joan's (and many 
others) concern that we are aban- 
doning the 131000 and 2068 users. 
This is definitely not true. I try, 
not always successfully, to include 
something for these computers in 
each issue, in fact 14 articles in 
the last 8 months. I will admit 
that we print a lot of QL infor- 
mation; however, given the large 
numbers of QLS in our group, this is 
simply catering to the needs and 
interests of a vast section of our 
active membership. Therein lies the 
dilemma: How can we retain our 1000 
and 2068 members and still satisfy 
the owners of the newer machines? 
For my part, I promise to include as 
many articles as possible. You can 
help too by writing them. I'd much 
rather have material from our 
members rather than clips from other 
groups. I’m still looking for a 
volunteer to write a monthly column 
on the 2068 and/or 1000. Remember, 
if the newsletter is “too QLish” and 
you haven't submitted anything, 
you're part of the problem and 
really don't have the right to 
gripe. If you look at the various 
newsletters, you will see that they, 
too, are oriented toward the pre- 
dominant computer in use by their 
members. For this reason our news- 
letter will continue to be skewed 
toward the QL 

Apologies are in order to John Riley 
and others who supplied the descrip- 
tions of programs on the library 
tape. Last month I attributed them 
to March Renick, who quickly set me 
straight, when he saw the last is- 
sue. 

In this issue, check out the 2068 
programs by Ed Weppler and H.F. 
Schaaf. John Riley just sent the 

Library Guide for Volumes 10 and 11 
SO Wwe are printing it instead of the 
Old Guide. We will continue that 

next month. Pieter van Dijk has a 
neat menu program. For the 1000 
owners, Tom has given us a hardware 
mod. Finally, we have the only 
known comprehensive listing of mods 
for the entire Sinclair line, 
courtesy of Phil Russo. 

Finally, please see the Classified 
Ads. Some dynamite deals are on the 
market, so don't let them slip away. 

MAY MEETING 

AGENDA 

1:00 Hardware Workshop 

LOO to 2:00 Lunch 

200 to 2230 General——— - 

Meeting 
9230 to 3:30 Office Use of 

the ZX81: Dr. Sheingorn 

3:00 to 4:30 Open discussion 

430 Adjoum 

NEWSLETTER SUBHISSIDNS 
news let— 

wi th 
Submissions for the 

or, preferably, magnetic me- 

dia. For the AL, microdrive 

cartridge, 5 174”  D&^DD or 

Quad density disks, or 3 172 

disks. For the ol, 151000, 

or 2066, cassettes only, with 

tities on the box. 
Send material to: 

Editor, CATS Newsletter 
Box 4671 

Fairfax Station, WA demas 
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POTPOURRI 
News Around the Beltway 

SUMMER HILL BE FESTIVE 
TIME IN SINCLAIR LAND 
Rugust will be a busy month for 
anyone that wants to say they've 
been to every major Sinclair 
computerfest, as there will be 
major shows in Portland, Oregon 
and Cleveland, Ohio. 

The Portland show has been named 
the Great HW TS Mini-Fair and 
will be held on Saturday, August 
6 and Sunday, August 7. Hours 
both days are 9AM to 6PM. The 
show location is the Cosmopolitan 
Hotel, 1630 H.E. Union, Portland, 
OR 97232. For reservations call 
(OBI) 235-8433 and tell them you 
are attending the Timex shou. 
The hotel is conveniently located 
as it is 15 minutes from the 
airport and only 2 blocks off of 
Interstate 5. For those not yet 
bitten by the Sinclair bug, the 
organizers have a Saturday tour 
to the Columbia River Gorge and a 
Sunday bus tour to Washington 
Pork ‘Portland Zoo, etc». For 
more information call C3» 
655-7484 or took in the CATS 
binders at the next meeting. 

The Greater Cleveland Sinclair 
User's Group will host "The 
Timex—S inc lair—Ams trad Computer 
Users 1988 Midwest Regional 
Conference” on August 26 and 27. 
The theme for this event is: 
“Users— learning from other 
Users". The meeting location is 
at the Beck Center for the Arts, 
a cultural arts complex in Lake- 
wood , a ves tern suburb of 
Cleveland. This is not a hotel 
site so, it appears, that 
attendees will have to fend for 
themselves for lodging and 
transportation. For fur ther 
information write the Cleveland 
group at 2192 Glenbury Ave, 
Lakewood, GH 44147. 

From the looks of the title, the 
Cleveland group must have 
ambraced HS-—DOS , os well as 
forgiven Amstrad for sinking the 
Sinclair ship. 
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OFFICE UGE OF THE ZX8i hg George Rey 
Some background info on our May meeting 

A Rockville, Maryland, Optham- 
Ologist, Dr. Larry Sheingorn has 
been using his ZX81 Sinclair 
computer in his office to keep tabs 
of his business. Larry will be at 
our May 14 meeting, hopefully with 
his secretary Laura, to tell us what 
he has done in putting this Sinclair 
unit to work. It was an article in 
d recent "Time Design Magazine" mag- 
azine that brought our attention to 
the talent we have in our own back- 
yard, and so we contacted him to put 
this show on. He has willingly 
volunteered. So, lets give him a 
good turnout. 

Using BASIC, Larry has devel- 
oped a software program called 
"DAYSHEET" to keep a running total 
of patients that are served in one 
day, and what care was rendered, as 
Well as the charges made. The Day- 
Sheet is totalled and balanced at 
the end of each day, and greatly 
helps to simplify his bookeeping. 

The program requires a 64K Ram- 
pack anda full size printer. The 
program is set up to handle a pat- 
ient load of 25, but could be 
re-defined for more accounts. Built 
into the program are ICD and CPT 
medical office codes, to represent 
medical procedures that are per- 
formed. For example “CE” means 
“Complete Exam” and adds the correct 
charge to the patients record. 

Dr. Sheingorn's three secre- 
taries are all trained to use the 
program, and the ZX81, which runs 24 
hours a day with no problems. None 
of the typical anti-heat and Rampack 
crash modifications have been per- 
formed, except a little more com- 
pound was added to the heat sink. 

The program was set up to drive 
a Seikosha (Gorilla Banana) printer, 
but high volume use wore it out and 

Continued on Poge 1D 



QL on the 

by Vernon Smith 

QT 

The long awaited Flashback pent 
arrived and I definitely think 
was worth the wait. For those of 
you that need an easier to use data 
base management program than 
Archive, this should be right up 
your alley. Written by Peter Jef- 
feries, the author of Spellbound, it 
too runs in the background and is 
called up using Alt-Backslash and 
killed with Escape. Have you ever 
wanted to add a field to an Archive 
file? You know what a job it is. 
Not with Flashback. Fields can be 
inserted at any time and, unlike 
Archive, the field will automatic- 
ally expand to fit the data. 
Flashback also has the capability 
for implementing a sub-record struc- 
ture, so very sophisticated data 
base displays can be constructed. I 
dreaded using Archive for fear that 
a crash or some other glitch, before 
I closed a file, would prevent me 
from reopening it. With Flashback I 
no longer have that worry. Finally 
there is an Import program to con- 
vert your existing _dbf files to 
Flashback files which have a dba 
extension. Though not extensive, 
the documentation is well written 
and at a level that everyone ought 
to be able to understand. The docs 
also hint at several programs that 
Will round out the Flashback suite, 
d report generator for more selec- 
tive data display and a Superbasic 
interface to allow Flashback to be 
driven within Superbasic as Archive 

is with its programming language. 

If you decide not to buy Flashback 

but still need a program to expand 

your Archive files, Refile may be 

what you need. This is a SHARE- 

WARE program produced by Bill Cable 

of Wood and Wind Software. What's 

shareware? Well the program is 

freely circulated and the author 

asks that if you like it you send 

him a donation. Anyone wishing the 

Refile program should send me a 

microdrive cartridge or disk and I 
Will copy Refile to it. 

Waiting seems to be the name of the 
game in QL land since I’m looking 

forward to seeing the new Sandy 
Megaboard, which combines features 
of the Trump Card (1 MB of RAM) and 
the SuperQ Board (mouse port, floppy 
disk I/F, and parallel printer port) 
with a hard disk interface and 
some other goodies, like Speedscreen 
and d battery-backed real time 
clock. If all that doesn't make 
your mouth water, you're a prime 
candidate for a heart transplant. I 
certainly hope it arrives before the 
pound goes too much higher. 

Several issues ago, Tom advised uus 
that memory chips (256K and 1MB 
types) were going through the roof. 
At the time that was true; however, 
prices may have peaked and we will 
see lower prices for some chips in 
the future. This is good news for 
those in the market for replacement 
chips. For those looking to buy new 
Trump Cards or 512K expansion 
boards, the increase in the value 
of the pound will be the deciding 
factor since chip scarcity was a US 
problem. Look for these units to go 
up, especially the Trump Card, which 
is an extremely popular add-on. 

If you haven't done so already, buy 
a copy of Chuck Platt's Paste Art. 
Even if you're not into Desktop 
Publishing, it'll come in handy for 

graphics programs. Chuck has indi- 
cated that, if the first disk sells 
well, number 2 will be on its way. 

Finally,--and I can hear the 
collective sigh of relief--isn't 
there someone out there who would 
like to write this feature every 
other month? You don't need exper- 
ience or to be technically oriented, 
just look at me. What is needed is 
an interest in the QL and a desire 
to contribute to the user group. 
The subject matter is up to you, 
grind an axe or review a program. 

Let me know. 
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the PLOTTERS tips end. programs for 
the plotter user by Pieter van Dijk 

PROGRAM ‘MENU’ 

This set of procedures is gq 
general version of a menu bar system 
that I use in some of my programs. 
It might be of interest to others 
for use in programs that require 
keyboard option selection. 

When run the program displays a 
menu bar on the screen with one 
highlighted item. The left and 
right cursor keys move the item. 
The Enter key executes the menu 
choice. 

The first menu is used here to 
set a flag for printer/screen 
output, to rerun or to stop the 
program, If the printer/screen 
option is selected the program moves 
to the first submenu which contains 
two procedure selections, a submenu 
or return to the previous menu. The 
submenu contains further procedures 
and also a return to the previous 
menu. Each time a procedure option 
is entered, the procedure is 
executed and the menu bar reappears 
upon completion of the procedure. 

The best way to see how the 
program works is to run it and look 
what happens. The procedure used 
here is a one line text output to 
the screen, but it can be replaced 
by any other type of procedure. 

THE PROGRAM 

c: channel for menu bar 
l: length of menu text block 
menu load: sets up the text in the 

menu bars, can be modified 
for other applications. 

main menu: printer flag and RUN or 
STOP. The action can be 
modified to suit other requi- 
rements. The menu jumps to 
menu 1 after flag selection. 

menu 1: selects pocedures 1 or 2, 
submenu 2, or returns. The 
actions can be modified to suit 
other requirements. Unless the 
Submenu is selected, the 
program returns to the main 
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menu upon completion of the 
procedures. 

menu 2: selects procedures 3P, 3S, 4 
or 5 or returns. Upon compl- 
etion of the procedure the 
program returns tg the submenu. 

menu (A): This procedure does the 
Screen printing and keeps track 
of highlight position through 
the variable TEMP. The command 
KEYROW is used for quick 
reaction to a keypress (see QL 
manual.). 

prc : Procedure used to demonstrate 
the procedure execution. It is 
not a part of the menu program. 

When experimenting with this 
program you will find out that it 
can be modified in many respects to 
i Specific requirements. GOOD 
L : 

100 C=0:L=10:MENU_LOAD:MAIN_MENU 
110 DEFine PROCedure MAIN_MENU 
120 LOCal LOOP:REPeat LOOP 
130 MENU O:SELect ON TEMP 
140 =0:FLAG=0:EXIT LOOP 
150 =1:FLAG=1:EXIT LOOP 
160 =2:CLEAR:RUN:=3:STOP 
170 END SELect 
180 END REPeat LOOP:MENU_1 
190 END DEFine MAIN MENU 
200 DEFine PROCedure MENU 1 
210 LOCal LOOP:REPeat LOOP 
220 MENU 1:SELect ON TEMP 
230 =0:PRC 1:=1:PRC 2 
240 =2:MENU_2:=3:CLS:EXIT LOOP 
250 END SELect 
260 END REPeat LOOP:MAIN MENU 
270 END DEFine MENU 1 
280 DEFine PROCedure MENU 2 
290 LOCal LOOP:REPeat LOOP 
300 MENU 2:SELect ON TEMP 
310 -0:IF FLAG:PRC “3P”:ELSE :PRC “3 
S":END IF 
320 =1:PRC 4:=2:PRC 5 
330 =3:CLS:EXIT LOOP 
340 END SELect 
350 END REPeat LOOP:MENU_1 
360 END DEFine MENU 2 
370 DEFine PROCedure MENU(A) 
580 LOCal B,D,LOOP 
390 CLS#C: INK#C,7:STRIP#C,0 
400 FOR B=3 TO O STEP -1 
410 IF B=0: INKZC, O: STRIPAC,7:END IF 
420 AT#C,0,10+L*B:PRINTHC, OPT$(A,B) 

Continued on Pnge 10 



focus onz 

Eii —<esimnclsir 
14000 and 2058 

FRACTIONS 

It i5 interesting ita see ihe 
computer work in true fractions 
instead of Converting everuthing 
Zo decimal numbers. 

This program firs 
blank equation: 

2/8 4 878 
Each un&knoun Fi P 

for entru Of a numbe: pi DOper-— 
ator. 

Lines 55 io 55 frovide the 

necessaru tross-muli:piicaiinon. 

The rasuli if avai:iiabibp 35 X and 

Y ain iine GES, ht the numbers 
Mau be iaige. 

Finding the 
denominator is 
gramming Probi& 

the possibilities 
Siow, SO Lanes 2 

the search i0 si imu D Ji: Ji: om DI n ob Wi en l 

Eventually 
counier—-productiv 
S@arch iz need= 
OnRe—-bu-one test: 
of the Way. ThE 
Played as: 

2837/388 + 183.2050 — i1 2571728 

I have worked out an HE 
fam whith Speeds i f 
for large number 
interested I u 
Zend a print-out 

p io f E EU mu 

D EA 

ie REM zz322322z2z2zz2z2z£0- RRC IONS 
15 DIM Zi: ET G£-"H" 
28 FOR H-1 TD 6 
25 PRIMI AT 24-PEEK 235683,8; F 

LASH {H=11;711}; FLASH 58.7.7: Fi 
ASH {(H=2};212}; FLASH B." “; FLR 
SH {H=51;88; FLASH @:° “; FLASH 
iMH—41.2141; FLASH Sa: er FLASH t: 
H25}; Zen, FLASH 8," = “; FLASH 
(N=6) ; 727; FLASH S; CHRE 

[ EL vm " H CIL CORE as: GO TO i58- 

LU) ULM A G 

' "d 

wé 

D 

58 NEXT M 
LEY #=211322 05} 
LET 6=2 (23242 {4} 

65 LET C-ZÍI2zZIS) 
LET D-Z1í11:zzi4) 
LET X-H4Bz(O£-"2"!-Brib£-"— 

WEI ës ERR ee 
38 LET Y-C4(B-C yz(Zi3) 47) 
85 LEY X-56N YIX: LEY Y-HB5o Y 
9S6 REM zziib Et COBMBHON DENOH. 

SS LET Gét AMD X:8 
i88 LET X-HB5 X: LET #€=n€4+i5TR 

$ INT (XCÓY).U “ GRE XO-Y).i"B8" B 
HD X—81- LEY X-X—INTI ixX/¥izy 
E od FOR J—-1 TO X: LEY Z-INT iX- 

“215 IF Z-IMNT (X7 (612i THEN FoR 
J-Z TO i STEP -1i- T Z-d 
128 IF INT {X72} -X72 GRD INT Ce 

/£)-Y,Z THEN GO TO 1 
125 NEXT i 
i38 LEY A$=AS41STRE ids Fie" se "45 

TRE i¥/Z} AND Xi 
135 PRINT A$: STGP . 68 To ze i» 

AUTOMATING THE DATA LINE 

Some programs im Basic call in 
H/C routines for repetitive or 
SPeciat functions. In such cases 
it iz often convenient to create 
a gcint record. 

The Basic program can inciude 
a d@Cimai loader., az shown if 
Lines 3955 to 93975, betow. The 
d@iaiis of ithe HYCO routine are 
contained in the Data iines. 

This permits risa the details 
ta be stored in ti Basii prog- 
ram, op tape or op Paper, With- 
cut tresiing the rode partion 
Zzeparateiu. 

in Ssritfing Sch a Basii prog- 
Pak. the Data Likes mau be Zoce- 
Sch automatically. Gëtter the H.UC 
portion has heen developed and 
PUL in eer With an s5sembier 
Gr the Like, the DASTA HE prog- £I g 
fam iz rum. The dezired Data 
iine numbef i5 LzbpbBcified, along 
With the Limits in memory of ihe 
HC butez, and the numbert are 
recorded automatiratiu. 

The data may be zprcad over 
Severat proegram itines by gust 
running DATA LINE severat times 
For consecutive Poriians of the 
Meme ru. 

This approach may be used far 
anu ture af Prog um Line ar 
instruction. dust have the de- 
Siréd instructior built up in 
Siring HX, Lite uou uoculd enter 
it from the keyboard, and then 
RAHDGNIZE USR 55388. 

The R/O program iz not laca- 
ticn-zenzitive, £6 t mau bë 
Stared any place in Bemolu. Hise 
the String need not be R$, for 
anu Letter eau be used; however. 
then the last number in iine 
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futonoting the Dota Line-Continued pron Pope E 

S955 must be Changed toe the code 
for the pn E Eé version of 
that letter; 82 is the cade far 
R. 

H.E. Ueppter 

S289 REM zziiiiifri DATA i INE 
2985 IF PEEK 5538081/933 DH PEEK S 
334313581 THEN GO 5UB goss 
S816 INPUT “DATA LINE “jii 
$035 INPUT “NC STARRY "7:55 
De INPUT “M/C EMD “; EE 
9925 LET R$-5TR$ LLICHRE 228 
$838 FOR H-55 TO EE 
S035 LET RS=R$45TRS PEEK N+”,” 
29848 NEXT N: LET RS{LEN R£i-" ^7 
9045 RANDOMIZE USR 55382 
S958 STOP 

S355 RESTORE 3965 
S68 FOR H-55388 TO 65541: READ 
R: POKE MH NEXT N: RETURN 
S865 DATA 33,19,32, 9,229,229,42,3 
7,928,43,43,285,09,19,14,872 
9978 DATA 285,187.44,35,78,35,78 
:39,229, 197,42 ,89,92,229 
9975 DATA 285,187, 18,209, 193,225 
2237 , 176,205,55, 14,281 
gone STcp 

RANDOH NUHBERS, EFC. 

A Zem monihrz ago Duane Parker 
and i had been taiking about 
random numbers. I told him about 
a program thai I had done whith 
gives the seed oF any random 
number, that is to say it works 
in reyerse GF ihe random number 
generaiar. Diners may aise Ge 
ipteresied £6 here it EE 
while in 2853 formati, ii’ &a-u5 
15 madifu far the 7X—81 and BHL. 

is REH 
2B LEY sa 
25 LEF b 
aB LET -52 
48 LEY g=F42 
SB LEY e=-d4i 
GB LET Fo. 
78 PRIT 
i jai Zi 
3 8. 
8 PRINT d 
be imecn i 

3 i 
varied ta a: t 
65535, ̂  

2 E 
€ = 

e 
= uou want io Sr 

ze due 
2 PRINT "POSITIUE 
Lu "press ENTER ic 
st : 

"ETT ER REL ICE TEES 

b 
mt pul 

387 IF r-74 THEN FLASH i: PRINT 
"Zait "e s igugh one ! The seed 

nf ZERD wili HOT be predictabie 
ii“: PRINT CU BHHDOHITDE 74 gives 
the inngesi nonrepeating run of 
random numbers 3°: FLASH a 

118 PRINT “For AND = ";r;" € "; 

2285 LEY x-INT iix-iiINT ixve}isz 

345 1 X-iH?T Ze CRT ixsEblis 

158 LET seed-INT it ixgb4r—d} e? 
+F} 
158 PRINT “RANDOMIZE “;seed;" a 

nd then RND” 

285 PRINT Seed this tiu 
iii Find the iing RND the A 

228 PRINT seed, 
238 LET random = iseedz75+74} 
258 IF random: THEN GO TO 268 
255 LET randem-random-b: GO To 

268 PRINT random 
278 PRINT "Now the easy way 5" 
28589 RANDOHIZE seed 
238 PRINT seed, RHDza 
295 PRINT "Press ENTER to RUN 

again” 
gem PRUSSE 8: RUN 

22 done a Courte of 
mS that wiii de this 

ranversion and 
zF anyone cares. 

Now what Td Like ta see is an 
explanation GF just how the Bi 
does its random numbers : 

Së. L. Schaaf 

Wi a 2 m be | D ee ew e KH kW " 

STACKING THE CALCULATOR 

in riling programs in Hachins 
Code ii iS Sometimes necessary 
Zo bring in data from s BASIL 
Program DI from diretti input. 

H Simple way is io en Zo Het 
With RANDOMIZE X2US5£ 5595898. Thai 
PUTS X on the catcuistar stack, 
fici which ii Meu be dran and 
used Within the Sat program. 
X mau be a variable or numerais. 

That approach mau be e&expPanded 
Zo stack several numbers. Just 
intiude “M+i...3" for Sach added 
number. For exampie- 

RANDOMIZE XSGiXD1X12U5R 5588811 
Jill Put three numberz on the 
Stack. With X1 "on top". 

nt the end of the H;C program 
add a line:"EF £86....38", with 
one NRB for each + Szen in the 
Entry. The AB'S put B's on the 
Stack Zo replace the nhinnbers 
Originaliu stacked and then used 
in the M/C program. 

H.E. Ueppier 



The 2068 Vibraeu, Volumes 10 aab 11 

Annotated by John Riley 
I'll bet uou thought John Riley 
had disappeared into a black hole 
in Sinclairland. Hot so. He's 
been fiddling with his Larken 
system and putting the finishing 
touches on Uclumes 16 and 11 of 
the CATS library. Listed below 
are the programs in those volumes 
and John's short summary of each. 

VOLUME 10 

EDUCATION AND DEMOS 

FRENCH - a tutorial for students 

of French. 

QUIZZ MASTER - an adaptible Q/A 

format test, currently filled with 

general knowledge questions. 

Q&A TEST GENERATOR - allows you to 

easily form your own QRA 

tests. 

READ & SPELL - correct spelling 
errors in sample sentences. 

MULTIDRILL - tests knowledge of 

the multiplication tables. 
Correct answers are rewarded with 

a video game. 

SPELLING - choose the correct 

spelling of a given word. 

OHM'S LAW - learn and use this 

"law" of electricity. 

INSIDE SPECTRUM - a graphic 

"guided tour" of the insides of a 

Spectrum, the kissing cousin of 
the 2068. 

GENETICS - a simulation of 

Mendel's laws of inheritance. 

EGUATIONS - solve problems for x 
and y. 

SPELLBUG - unscramble the words. 

Uses joystick in the right 

port, has very nice graphics! 

WORDS - a primitive AI sentence 
generator. 

ELIZA - an implementation of the 

famous "computer psychologist" 
AI program. 

LIFE - a simulation of the 
development of a life form’s 

population, under the constraints 
Of limits that you set. 

BEATLES - a demonstration of the 
musical capabilities of the 

2068 onboard sound chip, using all 

three channels with a 

rather nice rendition of "And I 

Love Her". 

MOZART - highbrow compu-music with 

Piano Sonata in C Major. 

PARAKEET - a bizzare little 
program that imitates several 

parakeets talking to one 

another. 

PIANO - creates a one-octave 

keyboard that you can play on. 

CHOPIN - another nice compu-music 

version of a classical piece. 

VOLUME 11 
GRAPHICS AND CHARACTER SETS 

BIG LETTERS - a thick, bold 

character set. 

ALTERNATE CHARS - a modernistic 

character set. List program 
for instructions. 

PRINT - a utility for generating 

multiple sizes of letters. 

BOLD - a striking and readable 

character set. 

CRAZYPRINT - a wild and "bouncing" 

character set. 

3D WORDS - a program that makes 

titles using letters with a 

girder-like appearance. 

OLD ENGLISH - a very nice program 
Concluded on Poge B 
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that generates large Old English 

style characters. 

NEW CHARACTERS - another alternate 
character set. 

COWDEN - somehow this letter to a 

tape-based British Spectrum 

magazine managed to float over to 

the States. However it came to be 
here, it contains two nice 

Character sets and a lot of 
interesting screen techniques that 
can be "mined" out of it. 

TITLESHOOT - an interesting way of 

"blasting" letters onto the 
screen from the bottom left-hand 
corner. 

BACKGROUND - creates a number of 

options for screen backgrounds 

that you can use in designing 

title screens for your programs. 

GOBLET - A 2068 version of the 
program that first appeared in the 

Spectrum-only Volume 4 of this 

library. You enter a number of 

co-ordinates to create a “slice” 

of a 3-D object. The computer 

then draws that object from five 

different angles, then pages them 

together to animate them. You 

must use the code "555" to signal 
the machine 

that you are through entering 

points and start the animation 

proceedure. 

GREETINGS - a good "electronic 

bulletin board" program to use 

at meetings, displays, etc. to 

catch the eye and convey 
information. ALSO contains a 

sub-program "Spirographics". 

GRAPHICS - a dazzling display of 
screen graphics on the 2068. 

After watching it awhile, break 

and list the program and be 

further amazed at how short it 
is! 

SOLID BANNER - prints large 

character letters on a 2040 

printer. 

ART - more simple but beautiful 

graphic screens. 

COLORSLASH - schizophrenic screen 
graphics. Looks like something 

Jack the Ripper would think up. 

CLOVER - a demo of the 
possibilities of changing the 

stippling on an existing image to 

create an interesting new one. 

128 COLORS - the complete 2068 

color pallette. 

NETWORK - lacy and modernistic 

screen designs. 

SANTA - an electronic Christmas 

card. 

TWIRLER - an animated 3-D 

graphic. 

UDG DEMO - a "possibilities" 

program from the L.I.S.T. group. 

NEW SCRIPT - one more alternate 

character set for your 2068. 

Improving the TV Picture 

Perhaps you may have already had the 
pleasure of expanding your 100 in 
many directions. You may notice 
that the TV picture has a lot of 
crap floating around on the screen. 
When tissue paper fails to clean up 
the matter, unbolt the damper from 
the top of your 1000 and clamp it 
firmly down on top of the TV. 
There, now the picture is a nice 
clean white. 

Unfortunately, you crashed because 
you wobbled your computer. Replace 
the big iron damper with a 47 pico- 
farad mylar capicitor directly 
across the input of your antenna (on 
the TV itself where the computer 
hooks in). That should improve 
those moire patterns if it does not 
eliminate them. 

Next month we will continue coverage 
of your 1000 computer. By the way, 
d big iron damper is a sensational 
place to discharge yoour finger tips 
prior to wobbling your computer!! 

CATS 9 BAY 
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was replaced by an Epson. The prin- 
ter should not be on the same table 
ds the computer as there is too much 
vibration, according to Sheingorn. 

A Memotech keyboard replaces 
the ZX81's membrane keyboard, a 
Memotech Centronics printer inter- 
face is used, along with a Byte Back 
64K Ram module. Basically the ZX81 
is used just as a circuit board. 

Sheingorn considers Timex Sin- 

clair BASIC as fairly straightfoward 

and suprisingly powerful, for exam- 

ple in the way it dimensions arrays, 

and only the ZX81 memory is 

limiting. 

the Plotter-Continued from Page 5 

430 END FOR B 
440 REPeat LOOP 
450 PAUSE: D=KEYROW(1) 
460 IF D=1:EXIT LOOP:END IF 
470 IF D=2 OR D=16 
480 STRIP#C,0: INKA#C 
490 AT#C,0,10+L*B: PRINTAC, OPT$(A,B) 
500 IF D=2:B=B-1:END IF 

510 IF D=16:B=B+1:END IF 
520 IF B«0:B-5:END IF 
530 IF B>3:B=0:END Ce 
540 STRIPZC,7:INK£2C 
550 AT#C,0,10+L*B: PRINTEC, OPT$(A,B) 
560 END IF 
570 END REPeat LOOP 
580 TEMP-B:PAPERZC,O: INK#C,7:CLSAC 
590 END DEFine MENU 
600 DEFine PROCedure MENU LOAD 
610 DIM OPT$(3,4,L-1):RESTORE 660 
620 FOR A=0 TO 2 
630 Lm B=0 TO 3:READ OPT$(A,B):END 

640 END FOR A 
650 END DEFine MENU LOAD 
660 DATA ' SCREEN ‘,’ PRINTER '," S 
TART ',' STOP ` 
670 DATA ' PROC 1 /," PROC 2 ^7," ME 

2.° 5 RETURN 
680 DATA ' PROC 3 ‘,’ PROC 4 '",' PR 
E A RETURN ' 

690 DEFine PROCedure PRC (A$) 
700 CLS:PRINT 'PROCEDURE '&A$ 
710 END DEFine PRC 

Hardware Mods Review by Phil 
Concluded from the April esie 

TO DATE, FOR THE QL, WE HAVE: 
1. WD4O KEYBOARDS 
2. POWER SUPPLY: CAFS/ 
E RESISTORS 
3. FOWER SUPPLY: SURGE 
|... SUPPRESSORS. 
4. CLOCK BOARD 
5. EPROM BOARD (THIS IS THE ONE 
THAT ALSO CUTS THE HEAT DOWN) 
6. RGB BOARD 
s HOW ABOUT A GENERAL REFAIR 
GROUP? 

TO DATE, FOR THE 2068 
WE HAVE: 
1. LOAD AND SAVE MOD 
2. 5 VOLT REG. (TO CLEAR UF SCREEN 
DISFLAY) . l 
3. RGB OUTFUT MOD 
4. EPROM MOD, (SPECTRUM). 
5. IMPROVEMENT OF THE OPERATING 
SYSTEM. 

TO DATE, FOR THE 1000 

WE HAVE: 

i. SAVE AND LOAD MOD 
2. IMPROVED OPERATING SYSTEM 

3. KEYBOARD UPGRADE 

4. VIDEO OUTPUT. 

Well, we can bi—-—oops, 

complain all we want so long as 

we're willing to help out. So with 

tongue in cheek and a smile on my 

face, 1'11 make the following 

commitment. 

If vou cali me to 

which project vou would like to 

work on, I will, as best I can, 

find someone who knows what to do, 

and how to do it, and ask him to 

oversee one corner of the room tor 

let me know 

that particular project, on 

that particular Saturday. If 

we get too many for a good 

session at the Library, we can 

schedule the session at someone's 

home. 

let ECKE it’s just a thought. 

i know that I, tor one, would 

like to use my DL to it’s fullest 

extent. 

Ey the way, mv number is 201 

441-1946. I have an 

answering machine, z0 just leave a 

message--oo0ps, just bit my tongue. 

CATS i0 BAY 
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CLASSIFIED ADS 
"m WE Silver Reed ESOU typewi ter? 

daisy wheel printer $160 
£Has standard parallel port 

and uses LDuili driver} 
Price includes d extra 

print wheels and b ribbons 

CH ideae 
with Taiala amd Artide 

Driginaliu £100, now $15 
The best mouse/icon system 

OL bei miras A? 
(E) chips A" H 

Prices are PLUS shipping 
Hernon Smith € 1335 9718-1835 

ur wia CATS P.O. box 

REFIELD 
Easily change fields of your Archive data 

base with this menu driven program. $8.00 

1 also have many special Archive procedures 
for small businesses. 

Bill Cable 
Wood and Wind Computing 

RR 2 Box 92, Cornish, NH 03745 

(603) 675 2218 

SCLD CHIPS ANYONE? 
While at the Timex Sinclair “do” i 

Orlando | picked-vp sone news worth 

sharing..someone has both new and used 
SCLD chips!” Contact him directly for 
particulars: — | 

ERIC JOHNSON ` 
249 H. HARDEN AVE. 
ORANGE CITY, FL 32763 
(904) 775 4935 

Listing will be concluded next sonth CATS ii BAY 
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The next meeting of CATS wil! be held on: 

Saturday, Nay 14, 1988 

At: Mew Carrollton Public Library 
DI Riverdale Poad (Huy 410), Neu Carrollton, M 
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